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The estimation of defects influence on lifetime of NPP equipment
requires several typical operations: testing the objects by not destroying
methods of control, schematisation of defects that have been detected and then
making calculations.

The not destroying control must be done for revealing the defects in
material, revealing the changes of material properties, and for estimation of the
state of the material. The basic methods of defects revealing are ultrasonic,
radiographic and visual control.

The real defects, usually, have complex geometrical form, and it is a
difficult task to get exact information about forms and sizes of defects, so, we
have to simplify the form of the defect for making our calculations.

The most different method from the method accepted in ASME (Boiler
and pressure vessel code (section 11)) is the procedure of schematisation of
defects that had been accepted in Russia.

ASME, Boiler and pressure vessel code (section 11) [1] uses the
geometrical approach for defects schematisation and demands information
about the length and depth of defect. In number of cases, specially when
ultrasonic methods being used, we can't get this information. Often, with a
sufficient degree of reliability, we can determine the area of defect. The
technique developed in Russia, allows to create the schemes of the defects on
the basis of limited data: only data about the area of defect.

For example, in welded connection by ultrasonic method of control,
there was determined a defect that can be characterised as dot defect. To
achieve from the experts of the ultrasonic control, that they have described this
defect how it is required on the figure 1, practically impossible. But if we know
the type of defect we can accept criterion for the area of the defect that it
should not exceed some size. Real defect can be replaced by an elliptic crack
with an equal to the real defect (crack considered to be the most dangerous
form of defect in the mechanics of destruction, so we don't understate the
degree of danger of the defect). Thus, even having the minimum information
we can create the scheme of the defect for making further calculations (fig. 2).
If we have the additional information about the defect (for example, the length
of defect), closer definition can be done.
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Often defects are disposed close to one another and influence on each
other.

The second speciality of the Russian technique is the way of counting
the interaction of defects. In ASME code the following technique is applied: up
to certain distance between defects the interaction of the defects is not taken
into consideration, otherwise at once defects are considered as a one big defect.
In the Russian technique the influence of the next defect is replaced with
influence of an additional free surface. The distance between this imaginary
free surface and defect must be calculated, the method has been worked up.

The Russian technique of schematisation with minimum information
about defects observes the main principle: critical load received as a result of
calculations, do not exceed real critical load.

So, on the basis of these principles there was developed and
experimentally confirmed technique of schematisation of defects. This
technique of schematisation has given sufficient results and now it is being
used in the normative documents and standards of Russia for determination of
degree of danger of defects [3].

Strength calculations of the NPP equipment components with defect
that must be carried out after schematisation, usually includes two stages:
calculation of precritical growth of defect and calculation of critical state.

Precritical growth of defect, usually, can be described with a kinetic
diagram of the fatigue fracture, that shows the dependence of the crack growth
rate da/dN from different parameters of cycle:

da - f AJf
d ~ C \dN ~ C \ i- R

Where C\ and m - characteristics of the material, which dependent on
influence of environment, temperature and frequency of cycle;

AK - stress intensity factor;
R - factor of asymmetry of a cycle;
N - number of cycles, a - crack length.
For calculations of crack growth in perlitic steel constructions that have

contact with water in the first contour, C\ factor must be increased in 10 times
in comparison to air condition, for chrome-nickel corrosion proof steel - C\
factor must be increased in 2 times.

Let us see more closely the calculations of critical stage, because it is
different from the approaches accepted in the west.

The main distinctive feature of the Russian technique of calculations of
elastic-plastic deformation is that: the calculations are based on the traditional
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characteristics of metal: limit of yield, the limit of ultimate, relative narrowing
of profile. If it's known, that the material is in a tough state, under the influence
of temperature strain, then, even without information about crack critical
opening 8C or critical Jc - integral, it is clear, that static crack resistance is
enough big. If the sizes of the defect and of the construction are large, there can
be brittle state even in tough material. Then anyway, independently to the
strain condition, calculations must be carried out on the basis of the elastic
fracture mechanic and estimation on the basis of critical stress intensity factor.

These simple reasons have allowed us to suggest the interpolate
criterion of crack resistance. The first stage of calculations by this method is
the definition of temperature areas of a brittle and tough state of material with
defect.

The intermediate transitional area is considered as area of interpolation.
In this case the plastic-elastic state depends not only on temperature, but also
from sizes of defect and element of construction.

So these consideration allows us easily understand degree of danger
from temperature or stress influence, and also from bending load.

Combination of these approaches has allowed us to develop a technique
of lifetime calculation for equipment with defects, quite efficient, with a
minimum information about defect and properties of a material. The
experience that has been got during several years on the real equipment has
shown us good results. Experimental data of tests on destruction of elements of
constructions showed good reliability of the forecast of critical load.

In the most complete form this method is described in Russian
"Technique of definition of allowable defects in metal of the equipment and
pipelines in operating NPP". M-02-91.-M.: scientific research and design
institute power equipment, 1991. [2] (and also see [4], [5]). This method is
being used in modern Russian standards [3].
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SECTION XI — DIVISION 1 1986 Edition
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FIG. IWA-3320-1 SUBSURFACE PLANAR FUWS ORIENTED IN PLANE NORMAL TO
PRESSURE RETAINING SURFACE

Illustrative Flaw Configurations and Determination of Dimensions 2a and / Where S Is > 0.4a
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a*c=F/n;

Fig 2
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a*c=F/7i c=//2

Fig 3



1986 Edition
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GENERAL REQUIREMENTS Kg. IWA-3330-1
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FIG. IWA-3330-1 MULTIPLE PLANAR FLAWS ORIENTED IN PLANE NORMAL TO
PRESSURE RETAINING SURFACE
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